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Welfare Distribution Effects of US Rice Policies

CHAPTER 2.

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Intervention in agricultural commodity markets is

prevalent in most countries. World Bank assessment finds

that of 80 countries surveyed, 79 countries intervened in

their commodity markets either to protect farmers from low

prices or consumers from high prices (World Bank, 1986).

The US too has farm programs for many agricultural crops,

including rice. This study attempts to uncover the welfare

distribution effects of US rice policies of the 1960-89

period. During this period, both the policy instruments and

the implementation procedures were revised several times.

There were years of compulsory participation followed by

voluntary participation, periods with acreage reduction

requirements, allotments-, nonrecourse loans and target

prices. What were the effects of these policies on

producers and consumers? Can these policy instruments be

incorporated in a structural model to analyze their effects

through time? Did policies help producers obtain higher

profits or simply safeguard them from a decline? What

exogenous factors actually contributed to producer and
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consumer welfare in the presence of farm programs? Though

farm program operation is costly, is it justified from the

producers or consumers point of view?

Intervention policies redistribute economic gains and

losses, measured as changes in producer and consumer

surpluses (PS and CS), among producers and consumers of a

product. These gains and losses are generated by market

intervention other than lump-sum transfers and are

associated with net welfare losses. One can speculate that

farm programs have had different effects on producer and

consumer surpluses. Producer and consumer surpluses change

with shifts in the supply and demand functions. However

supply and demand tshifterst exert different influences

depending on a given situation. In this respect one can

postulate a situation in which the supply function shifts

right at a faster pace than the demand function. This

results when technology growth is greater than growth in

domestic population and export demand. Given such a

situation, PS likely will decline and farm programs could be

used to boost the declining surplus. Farm programs could

play three roles in this respect: they can (1) boost the

declining PS and maintain it at a certain level, (ii)

maintain a fixed ratio of growth between PS and CS, or (iii)

maintain a constant marginal transfer of surplus between

producers and consumers,

These notions are employed in developing the model and



hypothesis tests used in investigating the welfare effects

of US rice programs.

1.2 Study Objectives

The primary objective of this study is to investigate

the effects of US rice farm programs on producers and

consumers during the period 1960 - 1989. Specific

hypotheses to be tested are:

Farm programs have kept producers at a constant

profit level through time. The alternative to this

hypothesis is that producer surplus either increased or

decreased during the period. Farm programs could have an

overly favorable effect toward producers, with a resultant

increase in producer surplus. On the other hand, if the

program effects were not adequate, surplus could have

decreased.

Farm programs have maintained a constant ratio of

producer to consumer surplus growth. While producer and

consumer surplus can have distinct growth rates, the

programs taken together may have maintained a constant

ratio. The alternative is that the ratio of producer to

consumer surplus increased or decreased through time.

Farm programs have maintained an equal marginal

transfer of surplus. In other words, the change of producer

surplus over change of consumer surplus is constant for the

3
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period of analysis. If true, this hypothesis supports the

assumption made in policy preference function (PPF)

analysis, where it is assumed that the marginal weights of

the ith interest group's utility is constant. An increasing

or decreasing change in the marginal transfer is the

alternative.

To test these hypotheses, a structural model is

developed, which in its most general form is capable of

incorporating all the policy instruments introduced during

the study period. The model is not only sufficiently

flexible to accommodate all policy instruments, but also

allows independent shifts in the slope and intercept of the

supply function. This is desirable as it is recognized that

shifts in supply caused by technological improvements or

changes in farm policy may benefit or even harm producers,

depending on the nature of the shift. Supply function

shifts can occur due to changes in the intercept only, in

the slope, or in both. It has been shown that PS can

increase or decrease depending on the nature of this shift

(Miller, Rosenblatt, and Hushak, 1988). The present model

thus allows the greatest flexibility for producer surplus to

change with policy instrument levels.

While investigating the net effects of programs on

producers and consumers, this study will also examine the

exogenous factors that affect the producer and consumer

surpluses. Specifically, it will identify and quantify the
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effects of exogenous factors on the growth of PS and Cs

through time.

Producer and consumer surpluses are the main tools that

will be used to compute the effects of farm programs.

Unlike the producer case, where PS is clearly determined by

profits, no equally appealing observable measure exists for

the utility-maximizing consumer, as consumer utility is not

observable. Thus, a measure of economic welfare for the

individual consumer has been one of the most controversial

subjects in economics (Just, Hueth, and Schmitz, 1982).

Two measures of consumer surplus are normally obtained in

empirical work to assess consumer welfare. One is the

ordinary CS with respect to Marshallian demand curves and

the other is the compensated CS with respect to Hicksian

demand curves. When the income effect is zero, both demand

functions coincide and the two measures are the same. When

the object of analysis accounts for only a relatively small

part of the consumers' budget, the Marshallian demand

function is often conveniently used to obtain the CS (Willig

1976)

1.3 Literature Survey

The structural model in this study, which contains all

the policy instruments, is analyzed to assess the underlying

political-economic relationships. In this respect the
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present Study differs from most other Studies conducted in

the political-economic framework, where a specific

functional form for government behavior is a part of the

model0 The political-economic approach in turn is different

from earlier policy evaluations pursued in an economic

efficiency framework. The latter ignores the political

dynamics of policy formulation. For example, Pareto

efficiency is a very restrictive welfare measure and

ICaldor-Hicks compensation considers a policy action to be

desirable only if gainers can compensate the losers. Yet

political influence may make such compensation take place,

and the presence of such social gains may provoke new

rent-seeking activities (Love,1988). Thus, modeling within

a political framework is broader and more realistic.

The literature on policy analysis covers a wide area.

An extensive review of this literature has been compiled by

Young, Marchant, and McCalla (1991). They separate the

literature between those that deal primarily with interest

groups, legislators, and implementing agencies and those

dealing with interactions among the groups. For example,

Olson (1965) has done extensive work on the relationship

between the size and effectiveness of special interest

groups. He has stated that large groups are ineffective in

obtaining political favors. Browne (1986) has examined the

role of agricultural interest groups in the'formulation of

the 1985 farm bill. He claims it is impossible to



understand why programs are initiated, modified, or

eliminated without understanding the role of interest

groups.

The literature can also be divided between those with a

passive government and those with an active government. In

the former group are models that determine supply and demand

in the presence of farm programs. Studies in this group

analyze agricultural policies based on price theory,

assuming competitive markets. This classical welfare

analysis determines gains and losses to consumers,

producers, and society due to changes in economic policies.

This approach is useful in determining economically

efficient resource allocations and benefit transfers from

market failures and government distortions of markets.

Wallace (1962) analyzes three agricultural policy proposals

on the basis of social costs. The policy options analyzed

are: (i) production quotas, (ii) price subsidies, and

(iii) input restriction programs. His analysis proceeds by

equating social costs to a loss in consumer and producer

surplus resulting from deviations in free-market prices and

quantities. He shows how various policy instruments

generate different efficiencies.

A general equilibrium approach is used by Rutherford,

Whalley, and Wigle (1990) to investigate the effects of farm

programs on land prices. They compare the benefits from

7
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farm programs with the costs of set-aside requirements.

Costs, benefits, and deadweight losses are used by

Babcock, Carter, and Schmitz (1990) to compare three

alternate wheat pqlicies, They employ the general

equilibrium approach with linear equations with only one

explanatory variable (price). Using five different export

demand elasticities, they quantify and compare the producer

surplus, consumer surplus and the taxpayer costs. Results

show that the efficiency with which wealth can be

transferred to wheat producers from US consumers and

taxpayers is much greater with mandatory production controls

than with deficiency payments.

Literature on policy analysis incorporating an active

government with its own interests is often termed the

political economy literature. These studies realize that

political and economic markets are integrated. Public

policies result from the interaction and bargaining

processes between government and pressure groups interested

in policy outcomes. Actual policies selected reflect

preferences in the decision process. The collective

preference structure of the outcome is summarized by a

policy preference function PPF (Rausser and Freebairn,

1974).

The PPF, also called a policy, criterion function (Love,

1988), governing criterion function (Rausser and de Gorter,

1988) and political preference functions (Rausser and
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Foster, 1990), is viewed as an optimization process whereby

government maximizes a function whose arguments represent

the needs and lobbying of various interest groups0 It makes

explicit the relative weights among various political

economic groups concerned with the policy process. Rausser

and Freebairn were among the first to use the PPF approach

in the field of agriculture. They assessed US beef import

quotas and estimated welfare weights for producers and

consumers. They observed that in 1960's Us beef trade

policy favored beef producers over consumers. Sarris and

Freebairn (1983) also used this method to analyze domestic

policy formulation and international wheat price

determination. They showed that, while price policies

stabilized the domestic prices, they tend also to de-

stabilize international prices.

Estimation methods for PPF5 have been detailed by Love,

Rausser, and Burton (1990). They discuss the stochastic

nature of PPF parameters and introduce methods for

developing standard errors and hypothesis tests. They also

advocate possible new directions in the use of PPF.

Currently the usefulness of PPF analysis is limited to the

neighborhood of observed policy settings. It was noted

earlier that fixed coefficients are used in PPF analysis.

Hypothesis test 3 investigates the validity of this

assumption. Love et al (1990) suggest that the PPF

coefficients may change through time.
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Buccola and Sukume (1988) studied the optimal grain

pricing and storage policies in Zimbabwe. Their analysis

revealed that producers have been weighted slightly more

heavily than consumers and the official marketing board.

Boughanmi (1991) also used a PPF approach to study the

welfare effects of Thnisian wheat policy. He found that

government price policy strongly favors consumers over

producers.

Oehmeke and Yao (1990) estimated the PPF for the US

wheat sector to explain target price and wheat research

funding. Their estimated PPF places an 80% premium on wheat

producers' surplus relative to wheat consumers' surplus; and

government values consumers' surplus at approximately 50% of

the budget savings.

Rausser (1982) makes a distinction between two types of

policy instruments. Those instruments which increase

economic efficiency are called "political economic resource

transactions" (PERT5). Those which seek to redistribute

income among economic groups are called "political economic-

seeking transactions" (PESTs). The expenditure on

agricultural extension is viewed as a PERT policy in that it

reduce transactions costs to the economy, while farm program

deficiency payments are viewed as a PEST policy.

Studies on welfare changes due to agricultural

policies are often limited to direct computation of CS and

PS changes. The concept of Surplus Transformation Curve,
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(STC) put forward by Wallace (1962) and Gardner (1988),

however, allows construction of a frontier with Cs and PS as

arguments. The STC is analogous to the utility possibility

frontier in welfare economics and can be used in addition to

PS and CS to supplement the analysis. The combination of PS

and CS attainable due to changes in policy instruments

defines the Surplus Transformation Curve.

An example from Gardner (1988) illustrates the

construction of the STC for a simple linear supply and

demand model.

demand : = aij + a1Q

supply : P, = b0 + b1Q

consumer surplus: CS = -

producer surplus: PS = (a0-b0) Q + (a1-3b1) Q2

The STC: PS = ((aobo)(CS½)/(ai)½) + ((2a1-b1)(CS)/(-a1)

This study uses the concept of STC to illustrate and

analyze the changes in PS and CS resulting from shifts in

the supply and demand functions, in the presence of farm

programs. It also uses STC to compute the third hypothesis

test on the marginal transfer of surpluses.

The fact that output expanding shifts in supply curves

do not necessarily benefit producers was noted earlier. The
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degree and manner of shifts vary depending on a given

situation. It was mentioned that the shifts in supply

function may outpace demand, because growth in technology

may be faster than growth in domestic population and

exports. This may lead to a decline in producer surplus.

A simple case of supply shifting at a greater pace than

demand is illustrated in Figure 1, (a). In such a

situation, farm programs may help to raise the dwindling PS,

at least to a pre determined level. This is depicted in the

STC5 on the left side of the illustration. In such a case,

the STCs shift laterally, increasing the CS. The PS is

maintained at a constant level by the farm programs. For

comparison, two other situations are included in the

illustration. In Figure 1, (C), the supply function shifts

at a slower pace than the demand function. This is possible

when the pace of technological growth is relatively slower

than growth in demand. On the other hand, increases in

income and population shift the demand function at a faster

pace than the supply function. Such a situation is

illustrated in the STC5 on the left side of the panel. PS

grows at a faster rate than CS, and STCs become relatively

more vertical through time. Figure 1, (b), shows an

intermediate state. Each of these scenarios might reflect

the actual situation. The task is to uncover the correct

set of events that actually took place, by verifying the

three hypothesis tests presented earlier.
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An overview of the rice industry and farm programs in

the USA is presented in the next chapter. The theoretical

and empirical model is developed in chapter 3. The

attributes of the structural model are discussed in chapter

4 and the results of hypothesis tests in chapter 5. Chapter

6 presents the suirnary and conclusions.
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CHAPTER 2

RICE INDUSTRY ND FARM PROGRAMS IN THE USA

The earliest effort to intervene in US rice market

dates back to the beginning of the 1900's, but the first

regulation caine into effect in the 1930's. Since then rice

farm programs have been modified several times, and these

modification8 have shaped the rice sector into its present

state. Childs and Lin (1989, 1990) have extensively

documented the rice sector characteristics and farm program

details. This chapter draws heavily from their work.

The first part of the chapter describes the structure

of US rice industry. Then, a brief description of the world

rice market and USA'S contribution to the world production

is presented. The final part describes farm programs,

emphasizing the 1960-1989 period, which is the period

analyzed in this thesis.

2.1 Structure of the Rice Industry

Rice accounts for less than 2 percent of US field crop

production and about 3-4 percent of US food and feed grain

production. The primary rice producing states are:

Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Texas, and California,

They together produce over 90 percent of the domestic supply

15



Share of Avg. size Avg. yield
State Farms US output per acre

Number Percent Acres Pounds

16

Tab1e 1 Production Characteristics ot Rice Farms - Selected
States, 1987

1. Includes some farms in minor rice-producing States:
Florida, Oklahoma, South Carolina, and Tennessee.

Source: Food Grains, Agriculture Information Bulletin, No.
602, ERS, USDA, 1990

Arkansas 5,613 41.6 186 5,249

Louisiana 2,273 13.7 184 4,305

Mississippi 803 8.0 243 5,354

Missouri 449 2.6 148 5,132

Texas 1,212 12,4 247 5,460

South 10,350 78.3 195 5,091

California 1,654 21.7 241 7,156

Total1 12,004 100.0 202 5,432
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(Table 1) and over 15 percent of world exports.

The rice sector is characterized by few, but large

farms. According to the 1987 Census of Agriculture, 25.9

percent of total production came from 6.6 percent of farms,

having more than 500 acres, Farms having less than 100

acres contributed only for 7.7 percent of output (Table 2).

Of the five rice producing states, Arkansas has the greatest

number of rice farms, but Texas and California have the

largest farms. California and Texas also report higher

yields per acre. In 1987, the average yield for the USA was

5,555 pounds per acre with the two states reporting 7,550

pounds and 5,900 pounds respectively. Also yields on farms

of more than 1000 acres averaged 230 pounds an acre higher

than the average for all farms.

Rice production is capital intensive. According to the

1987 census of agriculture, the average value of land and

buildings for rice farms was $854,000 per farm compared to

$289,000 for all farms, and average machinery and equipment

value was $123,800. compared to $41,000 for all farms. Rice

has fewer full-owner operators than other crops such as

wheat, feed grains, cotton, and soy beans. Childs and Lin

(1989) suggest high capital intensiveness as a possible

reason for this condition. Data also imply higher entry

costs for rice producers.
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Acres Avg. yield
harvested Farms Farms Output per acre
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Table 2 Number of Rice Farms by Size, Share of Output, and
Yield 1987

Source: Rice, Staff Report No. AGES 89-49, ERS, USDA,1989

Number Percent Pounds

1-99 3,928 32.7 7.7 5,120

100-249 4,825 .40.2 32.8 5,417

150-499 2,472 20.6 33.5 5,368

500-999 660 5.5 18.2 5,629

1,000+ 128 1.1 7.7 5,669

Total 12,013 100,0 100.0 5,432



2.2 Production Characteristics

Four categories of rice are traded in the world

market: indica, japonica, glutinous and aromatic. The bulk

of the world trade and US production is indica, which is

mostly long grain (in USA), but short grain is also

available in other countries. Japonica and glutinous are

usually shorter grains. Most US long grain rice is produced

in the southern states, and medium and short grain in

California. Short grain varieties give better yields than

medium and long grain varieties.

Rice yields in USA are more stable than yields of other

crops, since the entire crop is irrigated. In the late 50's

and early 60's, the average yield was between 3000-3900

pounds per acre. In 1964, the average yield rose for the

first time, to 4000 pounds per acre and since then has

maintained a steady improvement. In 1985, the yield reached

5400 pounds. Current average yields are over 5500 pounds

per acre (Table 3).

During the early 1960's, rice acreage was in the region

of 1.6 - 1.9 million acres. The highest acreage was in 1981

with 3.8 million acres. The current acreage is 2.7 million

acres. The rice acreage fluctuates as it is subject to

various rice farm program requirements. The US has up to 10

million acres suitable for rice culture, of which 5 million

could be planted with the present availability of

19



Year Planted Harvested Yield Production

1,000 acres Pounds 1,000 cwt

Source: Food Grains, Agriculture Information Bulletin, No.
602, ERS, USDA, 1990

20

Table 3 Rice Acreage, Yield, and Production - Selected
Years, 1959-89

1959 1,608 1,586 3,382 53,647

1960 1,614 1,595 3,423 54,591

1961 1,618 1,589 3,411 54,198

1964 1,797 1,786 4,098 73,166

1965 1,804 1,793 4,255 76,281

1969 2,141 2,128 4,272 90,838

1970 1,826 1,815 4,617 83,754

1971 1,826 1,818 4,719 85,768

1974 2,550 2,531 4,440 112,394

1975 2,833 2,818 4,558 128,437

1979 2,890 2,869 4,599 131,947

1980 3,380 3,312 4,413 146,150

1981 3,827 3,792 4,819 182,742

1982 3,295 3,262 4,710 153,588

1983 2,190 2,169 4,598 99,720

1984 2,830 2,802 4,954 138,810

1985 2,512 2,492 5,414 134,913

1986 2,381 2,360 5,651 133,356

1987 2,356 2,333 5,555 129,598

1988 2,933 2,900 5,514 159,897

1989 2,731 2,687 5,749 154,487
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irrigation. Each rice farm has a USDA certified crop

acreage base', computed from the farms V historical rice

planting records. This is the base for government farm

program acreage restrictions and support payments.

Once the land is prepared for rice, it has very limited

substitutability to other crops. Before the land

preparation, wheat soybeans and cotton are the principal

alternative crops in the delta region,; Alternatives in

Texas are feed grains and soybeans. Wheat and soybean

double cropping competes with rice in the south. In

California, the main alternatives are hay, sugar beets,

vegetables, wheat and feed grains.

Although rice is not a major crop in the US with

respect to the crop acreage or per capita consumption, it

receives the highest per acre government payments. As a

result, per acre cash receipts less expenses have been

higher for rice than other major field crops (Table 4).

2.3 Consumption of Rice

Rice direct from farm is called the rough rice or

paddy. Rice used for consumption is called the milled rice.

Food and beer manufacture are the main outlets of domestic

consumption. Very little rough rice and no milled rice are

used as livestock or poultry feed. The per capita

consumption of milled rice has increased from under 6 pounds
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1. Returns are cash receipts and Government payments
less cash expenses

Source: Food Grains, Agriculture Information Bulletin, No.
602, ERS, USDA, 1990

Table 4 Average Returns Above Cash Expenses per Planted
Acre, Selected Crops, 1982-87

Crop 1982 1984 1985 1986 1987

Dollars per planted acre'

Rice 95 185 302 266 359

Wheat 36 39 51 54 64

Corn 98 61 62 73 108

Sorghum 49 41 59 55 85

Soybeans 71 44 71 65 108

Cotton 98 69 115 113 179
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Table 5 Per Capita Consumption of Selected Foods, Selected
Years, 1929-87

NA = Not Available.

Pounds

Source: Food Consumption, Prices, and Expenditures,
1966-87, SB-773, ERS, USDA, 1989.

1929 5.8 177.0 159.0 NA NA

1939 5.6 158.0 122.0 NA NA

1949 5.0 136.0 110.0 0,1 NA

1959 5.0 120.0 107.0 2,0 NA

1969 8.3 112.5 61.3 9.8 NA

1978 5.7 115.2 49,2 21.0 10.3

1979 9.4 117.2 47,6 20.7 10.2

1980 9.4 116.8 49.0 17.9 10.0

1981 11.0 115.8 43.8 19.1 10.0

1982 11.8 116.7 44.8 20.0 9.9

1983 9.7 117.4 47.9 19.1 10.5

1984 8.6 118.1 46.8 20.7 11.3

1985 9.1 123.3 44.7 22.0 12.9

1986 11.6 123.6 47.6 22.0 14.4

1987 13.4 128.0 45.1 23.2 17.].

Year Rice Wheat Fresh Frozen Pasta
flour potatoes potatoes
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during the period of 1920's-1960's to 13-14 pounds in 1987.

This compares with 128 pounds of wheat flour and 68 pounds

of potatoes for the same year (Table 5).

Direct food use is the main form of domestic

disappearance. It comprises 60-64 percent of total domestic

use. The second important use is in the beer industry,

which conswnes 20-25 percent. The rest is used for

processed food. Direct food use, also called table use,

grew from 12 million cwt in 1975/76 to over 23 million Cwt

in 1986/87, nearly doubling the amount in 11 years. For the

same period processed food use has more than doubled from

2.8 million cwt to 7.1 million cwt (Table 6). Over half of

the processed food use of rice are cereals.

Previous studies (Grant, Beach, Lin, 1980) have shown

that total domestic rice demand is very stable. Population

and income are more important than price in determining the

demand. Per capita consumption is also influenced by ethnic

demographics. Grant, et al (1989) suggest that increases in

the Asian, and to a lesser extent Hispanic populations in

the USA are responsible for increased rice consumption.

Also, per capita rice consumption is higher in the pacific

region and mid Atlantic region where there are greater Asian

and Hispanic concentrations.
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Crop year Unit' Direct food food Beer Total

Source: Rice, Staff Report No. AGES 89-49, ERS, USDA,1989
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Table 6 Distribution of Milled Rice to Domestic Outlets,
Selected Years, 1956-87

1955/56 1,000 cwt 8,118 1,507 3,167 12,791

Percent 64 12 25 100

1966/67 1,000 cwt 11,087 2,961 3,148 12,196

Percent 65 17 18 100

1975/76 1,000 cwt 12,958 2,849 4,642 20,450

Percent 63 14 23 100

1980/81 1,000 cwt 18,790 4,491 7,667 30,948

Percent 61 15 25 100

1982/83 1,000 cwt 19,173 3,342 9,095 31,610

Percent 61 11 29 100

1984/85 1,000 cwt 21,664 4,971 7,038 33,673

Percent 64 15 21 100

1986/87 1,000 cwt 23,429 7,075 7,825 38,329

Percent 61 19 20 100

1. May not add to 100 percent due to rounding.



2.4 The World Rice Market

The world rice production has doubled over the past 28

years. While the cultivated area increased by only 21

percent during the last 30 years, yields have risen by 75

percent, primarily due to cultivation of improved varieties.

Current global rice production stands close to 500 million

tons. Asia is the "rice bowl" of the world, producing 90

percent of the global crop. China produces 40 percent of

the crop. While almost all U.S. rice land is irrigated,

which was mentioned as a factor for higher and stable

yields, only half of Asian rice culture is irrigated. Thus,

about 45 percent of world rice production depends on the

vagaries of Asian monsoons.

Asia is also the main consumer of rice, accounting for

90 percent of the world rice consumption. China, India and

Indonesia together require two-thirds of the world

production. Though rice is the staple diet for one-third of

the world's population, only less than 4 percent of total

production is traded. Over 75 percent of exports are

supplied by just five countries: Thailand, USA, Burma,

Pakistan and China. Thailand and USA together account for

over half of the exports. Thailand is the largest world

exporter and Thai prices are lower than US prices.

Though the domestic US rice market is stable, the world

rice market is volatile and risky. Uncertain weather in

26
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Asia, few trading countries, and distorted trade patterns

due to interventions are the main causal factors. Since

volume traded is small, one unexpected large purchase due to

local crop failure can have dramatic consequences on world

price. Young, et al (1990) point out that the U.S.A. is an

important player in the stability of the world market.

Though its production is less than two percent of the world

crop, its exports account for over 15 percent of world trade

(Table 7). Since the U.S. crop is generally stable, US

exports lend stability to the world market.

Some US rice exports are also channeled through

government programs authorized under PL480 and AID. The

quantity of exports moving through government programs

peaked in the early 1970's. During 1970-1971, 64 percent of

exports were government assisted exports. The share of

PL480 and AID exports declined in the 1980's, ranging from

13.4 percent (1981-1982) to 30.]. percent (1985-1986).

2.5 Brief History of Rice Programs

The first rice farm program was initiated in 1933,

under the Agricultural Adjustment Act (AAA), to restore the

purchasing power resulting from rice sales, to the 1910-1914

level. This concept was called parity pricing. The AAA

covered six commodities other than rice, and introduced some

of the provisions still used in current programs, such as



U.S. share of world-
Crop year

Source: World Grain Situation and Outlook, ERS, USDA
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Table 7 U.S., Share of World Production and Exports, 1961-89

Production Exports

Percent
1960/61 1.2 14,5

1963/64 1.4 17.7

1964/65 1.3 17.3

1965/66 1.4 18.0

1966/67 1.6 22.3

1968/69 1,8 23.5

1969/70 1.5 22.8

1970/71 1.3 17.3

1974/75 1.6 29.2

1975/76 1,7 20.6

1977/78 1.2 23.6

1979/80 1.7 21.3

1980/81 1.8 23.1

1981/82 2.1 22.7

1982/82 1.7 18.6

1983/84 1.0 18.0

1984/85 1.4 17.0

1985/86 1.4 19.1

1986/87 1.3 18.9

1987/88 1.3 18.9

1988/89 1.6 19.6
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nonrecourse loans, marketing quotas, acreage allotments and

direct payments. During the World War II a large increase

in exports pulled rice prices above support prices, which

prompted the removal of acreage allotments and marketing

quotas. After the war, domestic and export demand for rice

weakened, but production increased to over twice the war

time average. Carry-over stocks accumulated to 7 times the

previous 3 year average. In 1954, the Commodity Credit

Corporation2 wound up owning 60 percent of the carry over

stock. To deal with this surplus, marketing quotas were re-

introduced with flexible support prices.

2.6 Legislation of the 1960's

Marketing quotas administered with acreage allotments

were the main policy instruments during the 1960's. This

was effective in reducing the previous decade's stocks owned

by the CCC. At the beginning of each crop year, USDA

estimated the production requirement for that year, which

was called the marketing quota. The acreage required to

produce this quantity was then computed considering the

average per acre yield. This is the national allotment which

was apportioned to fanns. Thus, each farm received its

permitted allotment and expected production. All production

from allotment was eligible for price support, but

production from acreage in excess of the allotment was
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subject to a penalty. During the 1960-1962, national

allotment was 1.65 million acres. Since then it was

gradually increased to 2.8 million acres. When stocks began

to build in the late 1960's the allotment was reduced.

2.7 Legislation of the 1970's

The 1970 decade started with an allotment of 18

million acres, which was raised to over 2 million in

1973-1974, but reduced again to its former level for the

rest of the decade. The Rice Production Act of 1975

introduced the target price3 concept as the basic income

support for rice producers. Prior to the 1970's, the rice

farm programs were mandatory. Farmers could plant only the

allotted acreage and any excess were subject to a penalty.

This led to an almost 100 percent compliance rate during the

1960's. The major change in legislature in the 1970's was

the shift from mandatory compliance to voluntary

participation. However allotments continued as a basis for

support payments. Farmers could plant in excess of their

allotment, but eligibility for deficiency payment4 was

restricted to producers planting within their allotted

acres. Deficiency payments are based on target prices and

programs yields5. During this period the prices and exports

were high. Rice acreage reached 3 million in 1980, and 38

million in 1981.



2.8 Legislation of the 1980's

The major change in the 1980's was the complete removal

of marketing quotas and allotments from the rice programs.

Instead, a permitted planting concept was introduced. The

deficiency payments were made on production from the

permitted acreage6. The permitted acreage concept came from

the acreage reduction program of the 1980's, which required

a portion of the base acreage to be diverted and put into

approved conservation use7. Compliance is required to be

eligible for deficiency payments. The first acreage

reduction was introduced in 1982, with a 15 percent required

diversion. In the subsequent years the reduction percentage

varied between 20-35 percent.

The target price first introduced in 1976, at $8.25 per

cwt, remained under $10.00 until 1981. It was frozen at

$11.90 for the 1984-1986 period. Concerns about the high

cost of rice farm program, resulted in a reduced target

price for the 1987-1989 period. In addition to the

deficiency payment, growers were also allowed to under plant

the permitted acreage, and 92 percent of the full deficiency

payment for permitted acreage was paid in such

circumstances, provided the set aside acres were devoted for

conserving use. This is called the 50/92 provision, which

was initiated in 1986, and continues to-date.
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End Notes for Chapter 2

Crop acreage base: A farm's average acreage of wheat,

feed grains, cotton, or rice planted for harvest, plus land

not planted because of acreage reduction or diversion

programs during a period specified by law.

Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC): A federally owned

and operated corporation within the U.S. Department of

Agriculture created to stabilize, support, and protect farm

income and prices through loans, purchases, payments, and

other operations. All money transactions for agricultural

price and income support and related programs are handled

through the CCC; the CCC also helps maintain balanced,

adequate supplies of agricultural commodities and helps in

their orderly distribution.

Target price: A price level established by law for

wheat, feed grains, rice, and cotton.

Deficiency payment: A Government payment made to

farmers who participate in wheat, feed grain, rice, or

cotton programs. The payment rate is per bushel, pound, or

hundredweight, based on the difference between the price

level established by law (target price) and the higher of

the market price during a period specified by law or the
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price per unit at which the Government will provide loans to

farmers to enable them to hold their crops for later sale

(loan rate). The payment is equal to the payment rate

multiplied by the acreage planted for harvest and then by

the program yield established for the particular farm.

Program yield: The farm commodity yield of record

determined by averaging the yield for the 1981-85 crops,

dropping the high and low years. Program yields are

constant for the 1986-1990 crops. The farm program yield

applied to eligible acreage determines the level of

production eligible for direct payments to producers.

Permitted acreage: The maximum acreage of a crop which

may be planted for harvest. The permitted acreage is

computed by multiplying the crop acreage base by the acreage

reduction program requirement (announced by the Commodity

Credit Corporation each year) minus the diversion acreage

(if applicable). For example, if a farm has a crop acreage

base of 100 acres and a 10-percent acreage reduction is

required, the permitted acreage is 90 acres.

Conserving uses: Land idled from production and planted

to annual, biennial, or perennial grasses, or other soil

conserving crop,



EAPTBR 3

THE CONCEPTUAL AND EMPIRICAL MODELS

3.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the conceptual and empirical

models developed to analyze the welfare effects of U.S. rice

policies for the 1960-89 period. The first part of the

chapter explains the conceptual model. At any given time, a

representative farmer can be either a program participant or

not. Given this chance a 'representative supply function'

or an 'expected supply function' is developed from the

firm's profit maximization problem. A cost function

conditional on land, is employed in the profit equation.

From the estimated supply and demand functions, producer and

consumer surpluses are computed. The components of change

of PS (CS) are obtained by totally differentiating PS (CS)

equations with respect to time (Solow, 1957). Statistical

tests are developed for the three hypotheses discussed in

chapter 1.

The second part of the chapter explains the empirical

model. The capability of the conceptual model to

accommodate all farm program instruments of the 1960-89

period is demonstrated. The last part of the chapter

discusses the estimation procedure and data.
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3.2 The Conceptual Model

The initial task in developing the conceptual model is

to derive a representative supply function. As previously

mentioned a representative supply function incorporates the

supply from farm program participants as well as from

non-participants. This is accomplished through the

probability of participation, thus the resultant supply

function is not exactly a conventional aggregate supply

function, but rather an expected supply function.

Supply functions are obtained from firms' profit

maximization assuming the firms are price takers. A cost

function conditional on land is used in the profit equation.

In using an ordinary cost function, it is assumed that all

input prices are exogenous to the sector (rice sector) and

input supply functions are infinitely elastic'. Lopez

(1988) has advised that fixity of land and consequently the

flexibility of its rental price may preclude land rent being

considered as exogenous to the sector.

The conditional cost function is defined as:

C(W, A, Q; T) = minx {WX: F(X, A; T) = Q} (1.0)

where W is a vector of input prices other than land rent, A

is the acreage, Q is the output, T is a time trend to
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capture technology, X is a vector of input levels except

land and F is the production function. The cost function

C(.) has the properties of linear homogeneity, monotonocity

and concavity. It must increase in Q and decreases in A.

Following Lopez (1988), the supply function for program

non-participants can be obtained in the following manner.

Assuming the firms are price takers, consider their profit

maximization problem.

maxA,Q PQ - C(W, A, Q; T) - RA (2.0)

where P and R are the output and land rental prices. The

first order conditions associated with problem (2.0) are:

R + CA(W, A, Q; T) = 0 (2.1)

P - CQ(W, A, Q; T) = 0 (2.2)

An additional requirement is that competitive equilibrium

prevails in the rice sector, which implies that:

PQ - C(W, A, Q; T) - PA = 0 (2.3)

The following equilibrium conditions are obtained by

combining conditions (2.1) - (2.3).



p(PR)yA/(1-) + PQ (4.0)
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P = (C(.) + RA)/Q = CQ(.) (2.4)

R = -CAL.) (2.5)

Condition (2.4) requires that for a given rental rate

R, the price of output is equal to average cost, which at

the same time be at its minimum level. Condition (2.5) is

the equilibrium condition in the land market. The land

rental price is equal to minus the marginal effect of land

on costs (Lopez, 1988).

Solving equations (2.1) and (2.2) simultaneously gives

the supply function of farm program non-participants.

QN = QN(P, W, R; T) (3.0)

Next consider participants' profit maximization

problem. Participants have an additional source of revenue

from farm programs. Details of program operation and

payments were explained in chapter 2. Concisely, there is a

program payment rate, program yield, permitted acreage, and

if land is voluntarily set aside for conservation, a

percentage of payment. Considering all the variations of

program payments through time, the revenue of the

participants can be generalized as:
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where p is the payment coefficient under the voluntarily set

aside provision, PR is the payment rate2, yP is the program

yield per acre, A is the actual area planted subsequent to

program acreage reduction, (ie. A = B(1-a), where B is the

base acreage, is the program acreage reduction

percentage), t is the voluntary set aside coefficient of

land, P is the market price and Q is the quantity produced.

Participants' profit maximization problem is:

maxA,Q p (PR) yA/ (1- t) + PQ - C (W, A, Q; T) -

(R/Nl-c) (l-)])A s.t B A/[(1-) (1-it)] (4.1)

Land constraint is added since planted acreage is not

permitted to be in excess of the base acreage. The rent

inflated by the factor 1/ [ (1-a) (1-ti)], takes into account

the opportunity cost of the land not planted on account of

program acreage reduction and voluntary set aside

stipulations. Noting that p(PR)y is the per acre

deficiency payment rate, (DF), the Lagrangian for the above

maximization and its associated first order conditions can

be written as:

L = (DF)A/(1-) + PQ - C(W, A, Q; T) -

+ X{B - A/[(1-a)(1-)]} (4.2)

R1 + CA(W, A, Q; T) = 0 (4.3)
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P - CQ(W, A, Q; T) = 0 (404)

B - A/((l-)(l-)] = 0 (4,5)

where R' = {R/[(l-)(1-)]} - [DF/(l-)] + X/((l-cx)(l-)]

and X may be interpreted as the shadow rent of land

resulting from the program restriction on acreage.

Solving equations (4.3) and (4.4) simultaneously gives

the following supply function for the participants, which is

comparable to equation (300); the supply function of the

non-participants.

= Q(P, W, R'; T) (4.6)

The two supply functions essentially depict two

scenarios; supply when a farmer is a non-participant and

when he is a participant of farm programs. In order to

integrate these two functions to obtain a representative or

expected supply function, one needs to investigate from a

rational choice perspective, the farmers reaction towards

the farm programs.

A farmer is faced with a choice of selecting between

two alternatives: whether to join the farm programs or not.

In such a situation the rational choice approach asserts

that he (agent) has preferences over these two alternatives.

and will choose the most preferred alternative. Let W1'

denotes i's preference for alternative one and W12 be the
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preference for alternative two. The central presumption,

then, would be that i would choose alternative one over two,

if W and two over one if w' w12.

To model this process, assume preferences to be a

linear function of expected profits.

W11 = E(ir1) + V11 (5.0)

W = E(ir) + v? (5.1)

where are profits and v1 are random errors. Noting that

W11 > W' if W11 - W? > 0 and will be less than W' if

w - < 0, letting
yS

be this difference, y*
can be written

as:

= Wil - Wi2 = E(ir1 - 7r2) + (v11 - v) (5.2)

y*. = E(,rd) - u1 (5.3)

where lrd is the difference in expected profits and u is the

error term, u = (v11 - v?). Thus, the agent i chooses

alternative one over two, if W11 > W? or if Y, > 0. If is

the observed choice made by agent i, and is equal to 1 when

> 0 then the probabalistic statement is:

P(Y1 = 1)
p(y*

> 0) = P(u1 < E('Jrd)) (5.4)

Assuming u1 is a continuous random variable, equation (5.4)
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can be written as (Aldrich and Nelson, 1976):

P(u1 < E(lrd)) = P(u < Z) = F(Z) = S! f(u) du (5.5)

where F(.) is the cumulative distribution function and f(,)

is the probability density function of the random variable

Ui.

If it is assumed that all farmers are equally affected

with respect to input-output prices, then the proportion of

farmers that participate in programs can be considered as an

estimate of true probability F(ZJ, (Green, 1990). In other

words, the observed variable of behavior (participation

rate) can be considered as a realization of a binomial

process, with probabilities given in equation (5.5)

(Maddala, 1988). This probability can be used to combine

the two scenario supply functions (3.0), (4.6) to obtain the

representative supply function, or the expected supply

function.

E(Q) = E(Q) + E(QN) (6.0)

= FQ + (1-F)Q (6.1)

where Q is the total supply, Q, is the supply of program

participants, QN is the supply of non-participants, and F is

the probability of participation.
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The cumulative distribution, F(Z) can have different

distributions depending on the assumptions made about error

term u. F(Z) can be a linear function of explanatory

variables: the profits from participating and not

participating.

F(Z) = F(Z) (zrP,lrN) (7.0)

Equation (7.0), with a suitable distribution form for F(Z),

is the compliance equation.

The conditional cost function (]..0), can also furnish

factor demand equations through Shephards' lemma. Solving

first order condition (2.1) for A gives the factor demand

equation for land:

A = A(W, R, Q; T) (7.1)

Participants' and non-participants' factor demand equations

for land may be combined in a manner similar to their supply

functions to obtain the expected land use equation.

Ar = F(.Ap) + (1-F) (AN) (7.2)

where A. is the total area under rice. A and AN are

respectively acreage cultivated by participants and

non-participants.
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The discussion presented so far in this chapter was to

develop the conceptual expected supply function. The factor

demand equation for land was an offshoot of this exercise.

In order to estimate the supply function parameters in a

partial equilibrium context, the demand function has to be

specified. Demand is conceptualized to be a simple function

of its own price and other demand shifters.

Qd = Qd(P, Z) (8.0)

where Qd is the quantity demanded, P is the market price and

Z is a vector of demand shifters.

Equations (6.0), (7.0), (7.1) and (8.0) form an

estimable set of equations which can furnish the supply and

demand function parameters.

The next stage is to derive producer and consumer

surpluses, the surplus transformation curve and to construct

the PS and CS growth equations. Producer surplus or profit,

is the area above the supply curve and below the price line.

Assuming competitive markets, inverse demand and supply

functions facilitate derivation of PS.

PS=[g(Q, Z)]Q SQ1 h(Q, W, R, R1; T, F, (1-F))dQ (9.0)
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where g(.) is the inverse demand function or market price,

and h(.) is the inverse supply function. Q1 is the

quantity at P=0, if the supply function has a negative

intercept, else equals to zero. Solving (9.0) gives PS as:

PS = PS(Q, Z, W, R, R1; T, F, (1-F)) (9.1)

At this stage the PS does not represent the equilibrium PS

or PS.

The consumer surplus is the area under the demand curve

and above the price line. Using the inverse function of

demand, the CS can be expressed as:

CS = f g(Q, Z)dQ - (g(Q,Z)]Q (10.0)

CS = CS(Q, Z) (10.1)

The Surplus Transformation Curve (STC), defined in

chapter 1, is obtained by substituting equation (10.1) in

equation (9.1).

STC; PS = PS(Z, W, R, R', CS; T, F, (1-F)) (11.0)

The surplus transformation curve expresses PS as a

function of exogenous variables of both demand and supply

functions, probability of participation and CS.
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The producer surplus (consumer surplus) at market

equilibrium quantity level can be termed PS* (CS). P8* is

obtained by substituting Q*, the market clearing quantity

from supply and demand equilibrium, and F* the optimum

probability from the 'compliance equation' in equations

(9.0) and (10.0).

The optimum F is obtained from the optimized

compliance equation, (7.0).

F(Z) = F(Z) (14,7r*N) (12.0)

where lrp* pQ*
- C (QPW Ap* T) - R1AP (12.1)

7r'
* pQ*

- (Q W AN* T) RA (12.2)

and Q*,
A are respectively the optimized production and

acreage.

Thus, the market clearing equilibrium PS and CS

expressed in terms of exogenous variables only, will be:

PS
= PS(Z, W, R, R1; T) (13.0)

CS = CS(Z, W, R, R1; T) (13.1)

Growth equations for PS and CS are needed to

investigate their growth through time. Growth equation of

PS (CS) can be obtained by totally differentiating equations

(12.0), (12.1) with respect to time, in the maimer of Solow

(1957).
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is/Ps = E10 x/; (14O)

where PS = dPS/dT, X1 = dX1/dT and ö1 = (dPS/dX) (X1/P5).

X1 are the exogenous variables in the PS equation. ö, are

the elasticities of PS with respect to the exogenous

variables.

The analogous growth function for CS is:

dS/cs = E1p1 X1/X1 (14.1)

where p1 are the elasticities of CS with respect to the

exogenous variables.

The final part of the model is the hypothesis testing.

In chapter 1, the effects of growth in technology,

population, income, export demand, etc. on the shifts of

supply and demand functions were discussed. It was noted

that the degree and manner of shifts in supply and demand

functions change the PS and CS, and farm programs could play

different roles to alter the changing surpluses through

time. Based on this discussion, three hypotheses were

proposed on the probable roles of farm programs. They are

restated below in order to facilitate derivation of the

hypotheses tests.

(i) Farm programs have kept producers at a constant

profit level through time. The alternative to this
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hypothesis is that producer surplus either increased or

decreased during the period. Farm programs could have an

overly favorable effect toward producers, with a resultant

increase in producer surplus0 On the other hand, if the

program effects were not adequate, surplus could have

decreased.

Farm programs have maintained a constant ratio of

producer to consumer surplus growth. While producer and

consumer surplus can have distinct growth rates, the

programs taken together may have maintained a constant

ratio. The alternative is that the ratio of producer to

consumer surplus increased or decreased through time.

Farm programs have maintained an equal marginal

transfer of surplus. In other words, the change of producer

surplus over change of consumer surplus is constant for the

period of analysis. If true, this hypothesis supports the

assumption made in policy preference function (PPF)

analysis, where it is assumed that the marginal weights of

the th interest group's utility is constant. Pan increasing

or decreasing change in the marginal transfer is the

alternative.

The estimated growth equations of PS and CS can be used

to test these hypotheses.

Hypothesis 1: Farm programs have kept producers at a

constant profit level through time. Equation (14.0) gives

the PS growth model. Using the PS elasticities and
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percentage growth of exogenous variables, the PS growth over

time can be estimated. The estimated PS growth can then be

regressed against time in the following manner:

Test: liSt/PS1] = + T + oe2T2 + 3T3 (15.0)

H0: CE1=O=3O (15.1)

where T is time variable and subscript t denotes

observations. Superscript indicates an estimated value.

An identical hypothesis test can be done with respect to the

consumer surplus. From equation (14.1), the estimated

consumer surplus growth can be obtained, which can then be

regressed against time.

Test: [CSt/CS1] = Po + p1T + P2T2 + p3T3 (15.2)

H0: p1=p2=p3=O (15.3)

Hypothesis 2: Farm programs have maintained a constant

ratio of producer to consumer surplus growth. The estimated

PS and CS growth ratio can be regressed against time as

follows.

Test: [PS/PS1] / (CS1/CSJ = + fl1T + $2T2 + 3T3 (15.4)

H0: $i = = = 0 (15.5)
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Hypothesis 3: Farm programs have maintained an equal

marginal transfer of surplus. A ratio between change of PS

and change of CS can be obtained from the surplus

transformation curve. This ratio can be regressed against

time as in the previous tests.,

Test: d[8PS/8CS]/dT = + 6T + 62T2 + 63T3 (15.6)

H0: 61 = 62 = 63 = 0 (15.7)

3.3 Empirical Model

The model developed in the first part of this chapter

is sufficiently flexible to accommodate the rice farm

program policy variables introduced during the period

1960-89., In order to demonstrate this, the key equations in

derivation of expected supply function are reproduced below.

maxA,Q PQ - C(W, A, Q; T) - RA (2.0)

maXA,Q p(PR)yA/(l-) + PQ - C(W, A, Q; T) -

(R/[(1-) (1-'i)])A s.t B A/[(1-) (1-it)] (4.1)

Q = FQ + (1-F)QN (6.1)

Equations (2.0) and (4.1) are the profit maximization
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problems of non-participants and participants, Equation

(6.1) is the expected supply function,

During the decade of 60 's, acreage allotments with

compulsory compliance was the major policy instrument. All

farmers were in the acreage control program. For this

period F = 1, thus there is no non-participant component in

the expected supply function. Program payment (PR), is the

difference between loan rate and market price, if this value

is positive, otherwise it is zero. Program yield, y',

same as actual yield. As there were no acreage reduction,

voluntary set aside, or 50-92 rule during this period, the

coefficients c = = 0, and p = 1.

During the 1970's too, = = 0, and p = 1. Until

1975,
y)

is same as the actual yield. The program yield and

target price concept was introduced in 1976. Program

payment for the 1970-75 period is the difference between

loan rate and market price. For the rest of the period, it

is the difference between target price and the market price.

If these differences are not positive, the value is zero.

For the 1980-89 period all the arguments in the equations

have observed values.

For econometric estimation, a specific functional form

must be selected for the equation (1.0), the conditional

cost function. The functional forms cited in literature,

considering both the primal and dual approaches, are

limited. Weaver (1983) and Antle (1984) use a translog
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profit function, and Binswagner (1974) uses a translog cost

function. Shuinway and Alexander (1988) and Fisher and Wall

(1990) have modeled normalized quadratic functions. CES

functions have been used by Lau and Yotopoulous (1972),

Kawagoe, Otsuka, and Hayami (1986) and Rutherford, Whalley,

and Wigle (1990).

This study uses a modified Generalized Leontief (GL)

cost function, originally specified by Parks (1971) and

later used by Woodland (1975), Lopez (1980) and Capalbo

(1988). The original Generalized Leontief cost function

suggested by Diewert (1971) is:

C(Q, W) = h(Q)EEW1½W (16.0)

where h is a continuous, monotonically increasing function

of Q, b1, = b 0, Wi 0, Wi are the input prices, Q is the

output.

The modified GL cost function takes the following form:

C (Q, W; T) = QEhEkfihk (WhWt) 4 + Q2EIxhWh + QTE'yW (16.1)

where T is the time trend, and h,k, = 1.. .n, W1 = R; rent on

land.

The conditional Cost function (on land) associated with

(16.1), used in this study is:



C(Q, W, A; T) = {Q[E1w]2 I [(A/Q) -1Q -yT - +

Q (E1E (WW) 'h + yTW] +

Q2 [EcW] (16.2)

where A is the rice acreage, and i,j1.

The cost function should have the properties: (i) flOfl

decreasing in W, (ii) homogeneous of degree 1 in prices,

(iii) non- decreasing in output and (iv) concave in output

(Varian, 1978). Thesymmetry condition f = j3 is imposed a

priori.

Diewert (1971) has shown that the GL cost function

corresponds to a fixed coefficient production technology if

j3 = 0 for all i,j. By testing whether = 0 for all

i,j one can verify whether there is no factor substitution

due to price changes. Also, it has been shown (Diewert,

1974) that the cost function reflects a constant return to

scale technology if and only if it can be decomposed as:

C(Q P) = Q C'(P) (16.3)

where C'(P) is a unit cost function. The cost function

(16.1) used in this study can take the form of (16.3) if and

only if = 0 for all 1. If cO, then the cost function

represents a non-homothetic technology. A production

function will be homothetic if and only if itls cost

function decomposes as follows (Shephard, 1970)
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C(Q P) = h(Q) C'(P) (16.4)

where h(Q) is a Continuous, non-decreasing function of Q.

Using Shephard's Lemma on ordinary cost function (16.1)

(Diewert, 1974), the cost minimizing input demand functions

are defined as:

X1 = Q(E1(W/R)½ + + + Q2a1 (16.5)

Dividing (16.5) by Q gives the input demand function for a

unit output. Thus it can be seen that j captures the

effect of input price ratios on output, the scale effects

and 'y the factor augmenting technological change effects.

If . = 0 for all i then a factor augmenting technical

change will not exist. With factor augmenting technical

change,
. explain the direction of bias (Capalbo, 1988).

In order to integrate the individual supply functions

with probability of participation, a functional form for the

participation decision or the compliance equation, has to be

specified. Farmers are faced with a decision either to join

or not, which suggest a dichotomous choice model. Following

previous work on program participation modeling with

discrete-choice models (Chambers and Foster, 1983, Konyar

and Osborn, 1990), a logit model is adopted for the

compliance equation. If the dependent variable is assumed

to be the observed participation rate, representing the



'latent' variable that is related to profits from program

participation (Maddala, 1988), then one can model the

probability of participation as a logit model with profits

from participation and from non-participation as the

independent variable. If F is the probability that a

typical farmer participates in the program, then the logit

model can be written as:

log F/(1-F) = m0 + m17r + m21r + v (17.0)

where log F/i-F is the log-odds ratio, lrp the profits of

participants, w74 the profits of non-participants and v is a

stochastic error term.

The demand function is hypothesized to be linear. A

linear form was selected for its simplicity and to lessen

the complexities of the flexible supply functional form in

equilibrium PS and CS equations. Linear demand functions

have been used previously in USA rice sector analysis by

Grant, Beach, and Lin (1984). The demand function is:

Qd = 00 + 01P1 + 02P2 + 03P3 + 041 + e (18.0)

where Qd is the quantity, P1 is a vector of own price, price

of corn and wheat, I is the income and e is a stochastic

error term.
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3.4 na1ytica1 Procedure and Data

As mentioned in the first part of this chapter,

equations used in the partial equilibrium analysis are: (i)

the representative supply equation, (ii) the demand

equation, (iii) the acreage equation and (iv) the compliance

equation (logit). Because of data limitations, only one

factor demand equation could be included in the estimation.

The system was estimated using the nonlinear three stage

least squares (NL3SLS) procedure developed by Jmemiya. The

TSP.41B (Hall, Schnake and Cuinmins] computer program was

used to implement NL3SLS estimation. Parameters estimated

using NL3SLS are generally less efficient than those

obtained using full information maximum likelihood (FIML)

estimation. However, if the errors are not normally

distributed, NL3SLS is more robust than FIML estimators. If

errors are non-normally distributed, NIJ3SLS estimates are

still consistent so long as the error terms have zero mean

and finite higher moments, while those resulting from FIML

estimation may not be consistent (znemiya, 1977). The

NL3SLS estimator is chosen, as there is no a priori

information about the error terms.

One of the major problems faced during analysis was

obtaining data. Data specific to rice sector at the

aggregate level were either not available or not easily

accessible. Except for land, data on input quantities used
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in rice production were not available, which precluded use

of more factor demand functions in the system. The US

started collecting cost of production data for rice only in

1975. These data contain only the monetary costs.

The supply function is estimated with only two input

variables, rent (R) and a price index for aggregated

purchased inputs, labelled as input (I). The primary reason

to use only two variables was to save degrees of freedom in

estimation. The complexity of the profit equation with a GL

cost function, additional arguments for probability of

participation, program benefits, etc. and the

multicollinearity of input variables used in production were

also of concern.

There was no specific data for land rent, fertilizer,

or chemicals used in rice culture. However, Jones and Hexem

(1990) have shown that, in general, agricultural land rent

(not specifically rice land) varies between 3-10 percent of

the value of cropland. For this study, 8 percent of the

weighted land value was used as a proxy for actual rent.

Mississippi, Arkansas, Texas and California cropland values

were weighted with their respective rice acreage to obtain

the weighted land value. Eight percent of this value was

used as rent.

The other variable input is a weighted input price

index. The price indices of fertilizer, fuel, and chemicals

were weighted using the proportions of these items reported



in the total cost of production of rice (McElroy, et aL,,

1989), to obtain a single index, Various versions of

aggregated input indices have been used by other authors

(Lopez, 1980, Shumway and Alexander, 1988).
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End Notes for Chapter 3

Rice culture is not a major industry within the economy

and hence may not be able to affect prices of inputs that

are not specific to rice culture, like fertilizer,

agricultural chemicals.

The payment rate for rice is per cwt and is based on

the difference between the price level established by law

(target price) and the higher of the market price during the

first five months of the market year or the price per unit

at which the government will provide loans to farmers (loan

rate).
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CHAPTER 4

EMPIRICAL RESULTS OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND ANALYSIS

It is convenient to examine the results of the

comprehensive model introduced in chapter 3, in two parts.

The first task of this study was to model supply and demand

of the US rice sector, in the presence of farm programs. In

order to obtain the expected supply function, participants

and non-participants supply functions were aggregated using

the probability of participation. The compliance function

determined this probability. The expected supply function,

demand function and the compliance function form the first

part of the comprehensive model. This chapter presents

their functional forms and estimation results. Remainder of

the comprehensive model contains producer and consumer

growth equations and hypothesis tests. Their results are

discussed in the following chapter.

4.1 Analytical Forms of Equations

The theoretical equations (3.0) and (4.6) in chapter 3,

are respectively the supply functions of non-participants

and participants of farm programs. Equation (16.2) was the

modified GL conditional cost function proposed to obtain the

empirical form of equations (3.0) and (4.6).
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The modified GL conditional cost function used in the

analysis iS:

C (Q, R, A; T) = {Q (I] 2 / [A/Q -. - 71T - u] } +

+ y2TI] + Q2(a21] (19.0)

where R = Rent, A = acreage, I = aggregated input index, T =

technology and Q = quantity of supply.

Based on the above conditional cost function, the

resultant expected supply function has the following form.

Q = { F (P - 11R' - flI - 12 (R1. I)
'h - 71TR' - 72T1] /

(2(alRl + a21)]} + (l-F)(P - j11R -I - fl12(R.I)] /

(2(a1R + a21)] (20.0)

where R1 =[R/(1-a)(l-ii)] -F/(1-)} +M1-a)(l-i,)), DF = per

acre deficiency payment, a = program acreage reduction

percentage, 'q = voluntary set aside percentage, and P is the

market price.

The acreage, domestic demand, and compliance functions

form the rest of estimable set of equations used to obtain

the supply and demand function parameters. Their forms are

given below.

The acreage function is:
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All price data used in various equations are deflated

by the consumer price index (CPI).

61

A = F{Q(12(I/R + 'y1T + + cQ] } +

(1F){QN(I2(I/R)'1lT + + 1QN]} (21.0)

Unlike the supply function, the domestic demand

function is assumed to be linear, The form of the demand

function is:

Qd = 00 + 01p1 + 02P2 + 03P3 + 04Y (22,0)

where Qd is the unit demand, P1 is a vector of own price,

price of corn and wheat, and Y is the iicome.

The compliance function (17.0), is re-written below.

In chapter 3, this function was developed as a logit model.

log F/ (1-F) = + + (23.0)

where log F/i-F is the log-odds ratio, ir and TN are the

profits of participants and non-participants, and:

lrp = PQ - C (Q W A; T) - R'A (24.0)

TN = QN - C(QN W AN; T) - RAN (24.1)
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The four equations, (20 0) - (23.0), were estimated

simultaneously, using the non-linear 3SLS method (NL3SLS).

Starting values for supply function were obtained from the

least squares estimates of the participant's segment of the

expected supply function. Starting values for the demand

equation were obtained from its 2SLS estimates.

4.2 Expected Supply Function Results

The estimated coefficients of the expected supply

function are given in Table 8. All the coefficients and y

coefficients are significant at 99 percent confidence level.

The coefficient is significant at 95 percent level and x2

and X at 92 percent.

As explained in chapter 3, the coefficients can be

interpreted more easily from the unit output factor demand

functions (16.5), (Lopez 1980, Capalbo 1988), that can be

obtained from the cost function by Shephard's lemma.

The f coefficients explain the own price and cross

prices effects of inputs on input demand. The coefficient

for rent, has the correct sign, indicating a decrease in

land use with increase in rent. This has also been reported

by other researchers as well for Canadian agriculture

(Lopez,1980) and US agriculture (Capalbo 1988). The

significant t-value for 12 rejects fixed proportion

technology, which has been also noted by the above authors.
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Fixed proportion technology, which is also called the

Leontief production function, is an extreme situation where

the input-output coefficients are independent of input

prices or, equivalently, all the elasticities of

substitution are zero. This is rejected at 99 percent

confidence level. Thus, rice cultivation involves a

significant degree of factor substitution in response to

price changes.

The o coefficients explain returns to scale. As the

coefficients are significant, the hypothesis of constant

returns to scale is rejected. The average product of an

input, changes as the quantity produced is changed. This

result agrees with previous research on Canadian and US

agriculture. A negative o implies an increase in

efficiency in the use of that factor, as the scale of

production is expanded. Results show a decreased efficiency

for the land, and an increased efficiency for purchased

inputs index. While earlier studies confirm the results for

the purchased inputs, they have obtained opposite results

with respect to land. Furthermore, since both c are

statistically different from zero, the underlying production

technology is non-homothetic, that is, the input-output

ratios are not independent of output levels.

The coefficients associated with the technology

variable are highly significant, which contradicts the

results of the Canadian study cited, but supports the
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results of the US agricultural sector study. The

significant 'yj coefficients reject the Hicks-neutral

technological change hypothesis. The technological bias is

towards land and away from purchased inputs. This, however,

is opposite to the results of the US agricultural sector

study.

Previously it was noted that the scale parameters

indicate decreasing efficiency for land and increasing

efficiency for purchased inputs. This means use of less

chemical inputs when production is increased. This result

is consistent with the technology bias. It was shown that

technology is biased away from chemical inputs, indicating

less chemicals being used with improved technology. The

tendency to use more land, indicated by the decreasing

efficiency scale parameter, and positive bias technology,

may be associated with benefits from farm programs. If more

land is allowed to be cultivated under the program, more

rice is produced and more subsidy revenue is earned.

Taken together, the coefficients indicate that the US

rice production sector is characterized by a non-homothetic,

non-Hicks -neutral technology.

The last coefficient in the Table 8 is X. This

parameter was introduced to capture the shadow rent of land

due to the program planting constraints. Comparisons cannot

be made on the value of this coefficient since no other
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similar study is available. Theoretically, X expresses the

shadow profit for land, i.e. the amount by which the value

of the marginal product of land exceeds the rent (Henderson

and Quant, 1980). Evaluating it in the context of farm

programs with land restrictions and program benefits, it can

be interpreted as the rent farmers would be willing to pay

to have the land constraint reduced by one acre.

The properties of the cost function were checked at

each observation. It is known that GL cost function does

not necessarily hold all the properties globally (Diewert,

1971 and Lopez, 1980). The cost function should be (i)

non-decreasing in input prices, (ii) non-decreasing in

output, (iii) decreasing with respect to land and (iv)

concave in input prices.

Property (i), that cost function should be

non-decreasing in input prices, holds for all observations

with respect to rent, and for 78 percent of the observations

with respect to the purchased inputs index. The property

(ii), non-decreasing in output is maintained for 87 percent

of observations. Cost decreases with land for all

observations (property iii). The concavity property

necessitates 2 to be positive (Diewert, 1971). The

concavity condition was checked with the determinants of the

Hessian, and was true for all observations.
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Table 8 Coefficients of Expected Supply Function, 1960-89

Coefficient Estimate t-statistic

11 - .188 -4.071

fi22 .223 4.029

12 .209 4.095

.0004 2.254

- .0002 -1.929

'Yi .0025 3.497

'Y2 - .012 -3.705

X 420.4 1.81



4.3 Dmnd and Compliance Function Results

Table 9 presents the estimated coefficients for the

demand and compliance equations. The coefficients with

respect to own price, income and wheat prices are

significant at 99 percent confidence level. The coefficient

with respect to corn price is significant at the 90 percent

level. The own price variable has the correct sign. The

negative sign for corn price and positive sign for wheat

price indicate that corn is a complement and wheat a

substitute for rice. Grant et al (1984) also reported very

high significance level for per capita income variable.

The coefficients in the compliance equation are not

significant, hence no attempt is made to interpret them0

The dependent variable in the compliance equation (logit) is

dichotomous, representing the decision to participate or

not. As the participation rate was very high - 100 percent

in the initial period of analysis, and mostly in the region

of 90 percent during the latter period - the data is not

sufficiently dichotomous for the logit equation to give

significant results.

4.4 Slope and Intercept of Supply Function

67

Having obtained the necessary parameters, the next step

is to calculate the slope and the intercept of the supply
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Table 9 Coefficients of Demand and Compliance Functions
19 60-89

Coefficient Estimate t-statistic

Demand Function:

Constant .026 1.169

- .005 -2.348

02 - .021 -1.631

03 .023 3.373

04 .0021 13.01

Compliance Function:

Constant 3.211 .825

111 -.002 -.54

112 .0018 .108
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function at each observation. This is required to calculate

producer and consumer surpluses for each observation, and to

trace their growth through time. The results have been

separated in to two periodsg and are presented in Tables 10

and 11. It was found that for the 1974-78 duration, the

supply function has a negative slope. As a result this

period was excluded from further analysis. This study does

not explore the reasons for having a negative slope in the

four consecutive years, but postulates that the conversion

of exchange rate to a floating system in the early 70s, the

world petroleum crisis, and global food crisis in 1973-75

period, could have affected this change.

It is noted that the slope and to a lesser extent the

intercept are stable during the 1960-73 period. This period

was characterized by the market quota system regulated

through mandatory allotments. Except for slightly upward

annual changes in the allotments, which could have

contributed to slight but steady shifts in the intercept,

there were no large variations in the program

administration. In the subsequent period (1978-89), there

are changes in the slope and particularly in the intercept.

This period is characterized by the removal of allotments,

introduction of voluntary participation, target prices,

program yields, compulsory as well as voluntarily acreage

reductions. These variations are captured by the supply

equation, and are reflected as changes in the slope and the



intercept.

The next chapter discusses the results of the PS, Cs

growth equations and the hypothesis tests.
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Table 10 Slope and Intercept of the Expected Supply Function
19 60-73

Year Slope Intercept

1960 .3130 -14.022

1961 .3139 -14.273

1962 .3156 -15.404

1963 .3170 -15.957

1964 .3195 -17.222

1965 .3214 -17.738

1966 .3234 -18.867

1967 .3239 -19.641

1968 .3261 -21.181

1969 .3284 -23.490

1970 .3270 -24.532

1971 .3262 -24.660

1972 .3280 -24.819

1973 .3290 -24.946

Average .3223 -19.765
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Table 11 Slope and Intercept of the Expected Supply Function
1978-89

Year Slope Intercept

1978 .009 6.309

1979 .019 5.051

1980 .013 5.029

1981 .016 3.930

1982 .047 0.530

1983 .245 -18.545

1984 .055 -2.303

1985 .070 -4.390

1986 .095 -7.501

1987 .112 -9.671

1988 .064 -6.666

1989 .067 -7.916

Average .067 -3.011



CRAPTER 5

EMPIRICAL RESULTS OF WELFARE ANALYSIS

Estimation results from the expected supply, demand,

acreage and compliance functions were discussed in the

previous chapter. Producer and consumer surplus growth

equations and hypotheses tests make up the remainder of the

model. In this chapter, the analytical equations of

producer and consumer surplus growth are derived first,

followed by a discussion of the hypothesis tests results.

Estimated supply and demand equations from the first part of

the model are used to obtain producer and consumer surplus.

Growth equations are derived by totally differentiating the

surplus equations and performing some algebra. Hypothesis

tests are conducted on estimated growth equations.

5.1 Analytical Equations

The inverse supply and demand functions facilitate

deriving the consumer and producer surpluses. The inverse

supply function is:

P = a0 + a1Q (26.0)

where P is market price, and the a1 are expressions of
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exogenous factors:

a0 = [F(m1) (n2)+(1-F) (m2) (n1)] / (F(n)+(1-F) (n1)] (26.1)

a1 = ((n1) (n2)] / [F(n2)+(1-F) (n1)] (26.2)

and m1 = ($11R1 + + 12(Rl.I)½ + 'y1T.R1 + 72T.I]

m2 = [11R + flI + 12(R.I) + 71T.R + 'y2T.I]

n1 = 2[c1R' + 2I]

n2 = 2(ofR + 2I]

The inverse demand function is:

P = b0 - b1Q (27.0)

where:

b0 = (1/Os) (O + 02P2 + 03P3 + 04Y) (27.1)

b1 = PP(1/01) (27.2)

The variable PP is population, R, R1, I, T, F, P1,and Y are

as defined previously. Coefficients , a, are from the

expected supply function and O1are from the demand function.

The equilibrium Q*, obtained from simultaneously

solving (26.0) and (27.0), is substituted in the PS and CS

equations (13.0) and (13.1), to obtain equilibrium PS* and

CS*,
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PS* = [a1(a0 - b1*XS - b0)2 I 2(a1-b1)2] - [(a0)2 / a1] (28.0)

where a0, a1, b0, and b1 are expressions (26.1), (26.2),

(27.1), and (27.2) respectively. The last expression of

equation (28.0), is pertinent when the supply function

intercept is negative. XS is the difference between

domestic consumption and production, comprising primarily

exports and stocks. Probability F in a0 and a1, is replaced

with F, by substituting optimum profits into equation

(12.0).

Following an identical procedure, the CSS can be

derived as:

CS = -b1(a0 - b0 - a1XS)2 / (a1 - b1)2 (29.0)

The surplus transformation curve corresponding to the

above PS and Cs equations is:

STC: PS = {a0 - b1XS - b0} { [(CS) 'A, (-3b1)] + xs} +

{b1 -a1}{u2cS/-b1n + [2XS(CS)"/(-1)]+(xS)2} -

[(a0)2 / a1] (30.0)

In the first period of analysis, restricted production

was the policy goal, but allotted acreage was the actual

policy variable. For this period, restricted production

is considered the policy variable, as it greatly simplifies
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computations. An assumption of no slippage in yields under

farm programs is made, which is explained below. Use of

restricted production as the policy variable precludes

substituting an optimum Q* in the PS and CS equations.

Hence for this period, Q is actual production. The

relevant producer and consumer surplus equations for this

period are:

PS = Q (a0 - b0XS - b1) + Q2 (b - 3a1) (31.0)

CS = -b0(Q-XS)2 (32.0)

Equations (14.0) and (14.1) from chapter 3, are the

conceptual growth equations derived to study PS and CS

growth through time. The empirical form of the PS growth

equation is:

[sIS] = ö (PP/PP) + 62 (Y/Y) + 63 (P2/P2) +

+ 65(XS/XS) + 66(R/R) +

+ 68(1/T) + 69(DF/DF) + 610(k/k) +

(33.0)

where k is the ratio (1/(1-)(1-)), and PP, Y, P2, P3, XS,

R, I, T, DF are as defined previously. Subscript t,

indicates observation, ,c1 indicates a;/ÔT where x1 are the

producer surplus growth explanatory variables, and 6, are
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the producer surplus elasticities with respect to x1. The

last variable g represents different policy instruments for

the two time periods. The main policy instrument during the

first period (1960-73) was the marketing quota or the

restricted production, administered through acreage

allotments. For this period, the variable g is total

production. Allotments were based on the acreage needed to

produce the restricted quantity, given average per acre

yields. In using the restricted quantity as the policy

instrument, no slippage is assumed for this period.

Slippage is defined as the increased per acre yield

associated with government acreage control. Though there

are no studies on slippage in rice cultivation, Love and

Foster (1990), have demonstrated substantial slippage rates

for corn and wheat. In the second period, farmers

participated voluntarily, hence probability F* is

endogenously determined. The variable g for this period is

the expected market price, which is an argument in F'. The

factor k is the inverse of the percentage of base acreage

cultivated under the programs, and is pertinent only in the

second period. When program acreage reduction percentage

(of), or the voluntary set-aside percentage (,j), increases,

the factor k increases.

The consumer surplus growth equation is analogous to

the producer surplus growth equation.



[CS/CS] = (PP/PP) + 2 (Y/Y) + (P2/P2) +

+ 45(XS/XS) + 6(/R) +

4(I/I) + 8(1/T) + 9(DF/DF) + 410(k/k) +

(34.0)

where are the consumer surplus elasticities with respect

to x. indicates ax/aT where x are the consumer surplus

growth explanatory variables.

5.2 Growth Equation Results

The growth equations (33.0) and (34.0) explain factors

that contribute to PS and CS growth through time. Factors,

O(c1/x1) and (/x1), which may be called the 'growth

components', take varying values for each observation. The

effects of PS growth components are illustrated in the

Figures 2a - 3b. The average values of the components for

the two periods are given in Table 12, and illustrated in

Figures 4a - 5b.

Population, as expected, contributes to a positive

growth in all years and in both periods. On average, a

change in population generates a 5.2 percent increase in

producer surplus growth in the first period and a 0.8

percent increase in the second period. The contribution from

per capita income growth is high, with a 11 percent change

in the first period compared to 3.04 percent in the latter

period. Both corn price and wheat price contributed
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negatively to producer surplus growth in the first period.

In the latter period the contribution from corn price is

positive and meager. Their influence may depend on changes

in the food processing sector over the two periods, as corn

and wheat can be both substitutes and compliments to rice.

Rent, purchased inputs and technology affect producer

surplus through the supply function. In the first period,

the contribution from rent towards producer surplus growth

is insignificant. During this period, the cultivated

acreage, which was less than the farmers' total acreage, was

determined by the government, and hence rent may have played

only a minimal role. However in the second period, a change

in rent causes, on the average, a 8.5 percent growth in PS.

During this period program participation was voluntary and

no acreage restrictions were imposed on non-participants.

Rent contributes positively, which suggests that increases

in rent may have encouraged farmers to participate in farm

programs to avert declines in producer surplus. In both

periods, the price index of other inputs had a positive

contribution of 2.49 and 1.24 percent in PS respectively. It

was shown that the underlying production function has a

scale efficiency and a technological bias towards purchased

inputs, suggesting that decrease use of inputs as production

increases, and technology improves. Increases in input

prices could trigger the above efficiency conditions, which

could lead to an increase in producer surpluses. In the
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initial period, the contribution from technology is meager,

possibly due to greater program restrictions. However a

notable 34 percent contribution is seen in the second

period. The policy variable for the first period is the

production quota and a change in this policy variable

reduces producer surplus growth by 38.8 percent. Generally,

producer surplus decreases as quantity restrictions are

reduced, and production moves toward market equilibrium.

Deficiency payments, existed in both periods, but were

operative only in the second period. Deficiency payments

had contributed on average 4.7 percent to PS growth.

Program acreage reduction contributes negatively towards the

producer surplus growth, with a substantial 17.3 percent

change.

Table 13 and Figures 6 - 9b, present a similar analysis

for Cs growth. In the first period, only the population and

restricted quantity are the growth factors in the consumer

surplus growth equation. Population contributes negatively

to CS growth in the first period and positively in the

second period. A right shift in demand function due to

population increase can decrease the CS, if quantity is held

constant. In the first period the quantity was restricted,

which explains the negative contribution from population.

The negative change is evident for all observations in the

first period, and the positive change for all observations

in the second period. On the other hand, as expected,
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Table 12 Average Effects of Growth Components on Producer
Surplus Growth, 1960-73 and 1978-89

Component Percent Contribution

85

1960-73 1978-89

Population 5.24 0.827

Income 11.36 3.23

Corn Price -2.53 0.333

Wheat Price -1.16 -0.103

Exports and Stocks 28.05 -1.021

Land Rent 0.132 8.59

Other Inputs 2.49 2.96

Technology 0.085 37.39

Deficiency payment 0.0 4.735

Restricted Output -38.85

Program Acreage Reduction I - -18.93
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increasing restricted quantity increases consumer surplus

growth, on average by 7 percent. In the second period,

factors other than population that contribute positively to

CS growth are, per-capita income, price of corn, purchased

input prices, acreage reduction factor and expected producer

price. The last three factors affect consumer surplus

through shifts in the supply function. Any form of right

shift in the supply function increases the consumer surplus.

Rent and technology exerts a negative effect.

5.3 Hypothesis Test Results

In order to investigate the US rice farm program

effects on producers and consumers, three specific

hypotheses were developed in chapters 1 and 3. In brief, it

was shown that right shifts in supply and demand functions

not necessarily increase the producer and consumer

surpluses. When technology growth is greater than growth in

domestic population and export demand, the supply curve

shifts faster than the demand curve. In this situation it

is likely that producer surplus dwindles. Considering

various possibilities for change in PS and CS through time,

it was speculated that farm programs could have played

different roles on PS and CS growth. Based on these

speculations, three hypotheses were proposed. Concisely

they are:



Table 13 Average Effects of Growth Components on Consumer
Surplus Growth, 1978-89

Component Percent Contribution

91

Population 0.735

Income 5.14

Corn Price 0.868

Wheat Price -O.,468

Exports and Stocks -2q95

Land Rent -3.58

Other Inputs 1.64

Technology -7.44

Deficiency payment -1.75

Program Acreage Reduction % .781
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Farm programs have kept producers at a constant

profit level through time. The alternative to this

hypothesis is that producer surplus either increased or

decreased during the period.

Farm programs have maintained a constant ratio of

producer to consumer surplus growth. The alternative is

that the producer to consumer surplus growth ratio increased

or decreased through time.

Farm programs have maintained an equal marginal

transfer of surplus. The alternative is a changing rate of

transfer.

In chapter 3, equations (15 .0) - (15.5) were developed

from PS and CS growth equations, to test the first two

hypotheses. Equations (15.6) - (15.7), from surplus

transformation curve test the third hypothesis. Both t-

statistic and Wald test were used in hypothesis testing.

5.3.1 Hypothesis Test la, lb.

Tests la and lb, check the hypotheses that farm

programs had helped to maintain a certain PS and CS level

through time. If this is true, farm programs, though

costly, may be justified, at least from the producers and

consumers point of view. Benefit-cost analysis of farm

program operation, however, is not an intention of this

study.



For ease of reference, the equations (15.0)-(15.3)

relevant for the tests la and lb, are reproduced below.

In test la, estimated PS growth is regressed against time.

Test: EPSt/PS] = o + a1T + + c3T3 (15.0)

H0: 1=2=3=0 (15.1)

In test lb. estimated CS growth is regressed against time.

Test: (CSt/CS] = Po + p1T + P2T2 + p3T (15.2)

H0: Pi = P 0 (15.3)

Results of these tests are presented in Tables 14 and 15

Both t-test and Wald test, failed to reject the null

hypothesis for the growth of PS through time. This is true

for both periods. Consequently a statistically significant

growth of PS through time cannot be accepted. Since PS

growth equations were derived in the context of farm

programs, it also implies that farm programs together with

other exogenous factors maintained a stable PS. This test

is important as it was formulated to check a crucial

hypothesis that farm programs helped maintain a certain

producer surplus. On the assumption made that PS could

dwindle due to technological growth, farm programs have

helped to avert this situation and their want may be

justified.
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During the first period, growth in consumer surplus at

90 percent confidence level is observed. However the tests

failed to reject the null hypothesis of no growth in Cs in

the second period. As CS growth equations were also derived

in the context of farm programs and exogenous factors, the

results can be interpreted as farm programs biased the

consumers in the first period, but maintained a constant CS

level in the second period.

5.3.2 Hypothesis Test 2

This test checks the hypothesis that farm programs have

maintained a constant ratio of producer to consumer surplus

growth. The hypothesis tests la and lb are exclusive as

they checked individually the effects of farm programs on PS

and CS growth. However, it is also possible that one of the

roles of farm programs is to maintain a constant ratio of

producer to consumer surplus growth. This was presented in

chapter 3 as hypothesis test 2, with equations (15.4)-

(15.5). The equations are reproduced below.

Test: [PS/PS] I [CS/CSJ = + fl1T + /2T2 + fl3T3 (15 .4)

H0:
/ I2 = /33 = 0 (15.5)

During the first period, both t-statistic and Wald test

rejected at 90 percent confidence level the null hypothesis
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of no change in the growth ratios. Consequently the PS to

CS growth ratios were changing in the first period. This is

to be expected as the hypothesis test lb showed a growth in

CS during this period. During the second period, where

there were no statistically significant changes in the PS

and CS growths, the ratio reniained unchanged.

5.3.3 Hypothesis Test 3

The hypothesis test 3 examines whether the transfer of

surplus between producers and consumers had the same weight

over time. The test statistic was developed through the STC

equation, and the results are given in Tables 16 and 17.

The equations (15.6)-(15.7), are re-written below.

Test: d[aPS/aCS)/dT = + O1T + Ô2T2 + O3T3 (15.6)

H0: 61=62=O3=O (15.7)

In both periods, t-statistic and Wald test failed to

reject the null hypothesis. Thus the transfer of surpluses

was constant through time. This test is important to check

empirically a common assumption made in most PPF analysis.

In PPF analysis the marginal utility of the ith interest

group is assumed to be constant, hence constant weights are

assigned to each group in the preference function. This

implies that marginal transfer of surplus between producers



and consumers remains unchanged through time. The

hypothesis test 3 results above confirms this assumption.
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Table 14 Results of Hypothesis Test 1 - PS and Cs Growth
Through Time, 1960-73

Test Coefficient t-stat

Test la
growth of PS

Test lb
growth of CS

a0 = .660 1.04

cd - .276 - .776

a2= .026 .493

- .006 - .257

Wald Test .670

Po = - .243 -1.07

pi= .230 1.823

P2= - .037 - .945

p3= .001 1.928

Wald Test 3.22
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Table 15 Results of Hypothesis Test 1 - PS and CS Growth
Through Time, 1978-89

Test Coefficient t-stat

Teat la
growth of PS

Test lb
growth of CS

= 135.546 1.213

= -16.113 -1.154

.633 1.1024

- .008 -1.055

Wald Test 1.33

Po = 7.04 .2035

Pi - .779 - .180

p2= .027 .153

- .002 - .122

Wald Test .032
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Test Coefficient t-stat X2

Wald Test 1.12
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Table 16 Results of Hypothesis Tests 2 and 3 - Ratio of PS to CS
Growth Rate and Marginal Transfer of Surplus, 1960-73

Test 2
ratio of PS so = -57.393 -3.002
CS growth

#1= 25.073 2,352

-3.20 -1.977

53= 124 1.748

Wald Test 5.78

Test 3
marginal transfer = .018 1.205
of Surplus

- .008 -1.019

62= .009 .738

63 -.0002 - .490
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Table 17 Results of Hypothesis Tests 2 and 3 Ratio of PS to CS
Growth Rate and Marginal Transfer of Surplus, 1978-89

Test Coefficient t-stat

Test 2
ratio of PS = 6488.73 1.33
CS growth

= -818.431 -1.343

33.98 1.35

- .464 -1.36

Wald Test 1.80

Test3
marginal transfer ô = .599 .092
of Surplus

- .067 - . 083

O2 .002 .073

- .0002 - . 061

Wald Test .0707



CHAPTER 6

SU*(ARY ND CONCLUSIONS

This study evaluates US rice policy welfare

distribution effects for the 1960-89 period. During this

period there were several policy instruments and different

procedures for implementing rice farm policies. In general,

intervention policies redistribute economic gains and losses

among producers and consumers, and these gains and losses

can be measured as producer and consumer surpluses. Rice

farm programs have had distinct effects on these surpluses.

This research investigates three likely farm program

effects: (i) farm programs have kept producers at a constant

profit level through time, (ii) farm programs have

maintained a constant ratio of producer to consumer surplus

growth, (iii) farm programs have maintained an equal

marginal transfer of surplus. In order to test these

hypotheses, a structural model is presented, which is

sufficiently general to embody all the policy instruments

that were introduced during the 1960-89 period. The model

includes functional forms for the expected supply,

compliance, acreage and demand. A modified generalized

Leontief cost function is used in the profit equation, to

derive the supply relationship0 A compliance function,

formulated as a logit model is employed to obtain program
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participation probabilities0 Results indicate that the US

rice sector is characterized by a non-homothetic, non-hicks-

neutral technology. The scale parameters demonstrate a

decreasing land use efficiency and increasing efficiency for

purchased inputs. Technology is biased away from purchased

inputs. The structural model also estimates a shadow price

for land as cultivated acreage is constrained under the

program acreage restrictions.

The producer and consumer surplus functions, at market

equilibrium, are derived from the estimated expected supply

and demand functions. By totally differentiating the two

surplus functions and performing some mathematical

manipulations, the producer and consumer surplus growth

equations are obtained. The effects of several exogenous

growth components on producer and consumer surplus growth

are investigated. While the average effects of these

components are discussed with respect to two broad policy

regimes, 1960-73 and 1978-89, their effeäts at each

observation are also graphically presented. Population and

per capita income contribute positively in both periods

toward producer surplus growth. Corn and wheat price change

contribute negatively to PS growth in the first period.

Technology plays a prominent role in the second period.

Restricted production, which is the principal policy

instrument in the first period, and the program acreage

reduction policy of the second period, have strong negative
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influences on producer surplus growth. Population has a

negative effect on the growth of consumer surplus in the

first period and a positive effect in the second period.

Most other exogenous factors exert a positive effect on

consumer surplus growth. Rent and technology exert

negatively PS growth.

The three hypotheses proposed earlier are tested,. In

both periods, tests fail to reject the null-hypothesis of

producer surplus no growth through time. Since the producer

surplus equation was derived in the context of farm

programs, it also implies that the farm programs, together

with the other exogenous factors, have maintained a stable

producer surplus. On the assumption that producer surplus

could dwindle due to technological growth, farm programs

have helped to avert this situation. The null-hypothesis of

no growth in consumer surplus through time, is rejected in

the first period. In the second period the consumer surplus

does not show any statistically significant growth. The

second hypothesis, that farm programs have maintained a

constant ratio of producer to consumer surplus growth, is

rejected in the first period. Thus the growth ratios were

changing during this interval. During the second period,

where there were no changes in the producer and consumer

surpluses, the ratio remains unchanged. The third

hypothesis for changing marginal transfer of surplus through

time is rejected in both periods. This result of constant
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transfer of surplus through time, supports the standard

assumption of constant preference weights made in the policy

preference function analysis.

This research shows that rice farm programs have been

beneficial to rice producers. The programs have aided

farmers to maintain a steady producer surplus through time,

which otherwise would have decreased due to technological

improvements. Though farm program operation is expensive,

yet the benefits from the programs can be rationalized from

the producers point of view. From the consumers point of

view, the programs have been favorable for them in the

initial period. However in the second period they too had a

steady consumer surplus. Thus the programs have stabilized

likely fluctuations in growth of producer and consumer

surplus through time. Accordingly rice farm programs can be

inferred to have been favorable to both producers and

consumers.
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